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Abstract: Electricity has a vital impact on human production and life, and energy storage 

systems are regarded as an important part of the "generation - transmission - distribution - 

use - storage" process. Mechanical elastic energy storage technology is a new type of 

energy storage technology recently proposed, which uses mechanical vortex spring as the 

energy storage medium and permanent magnet synchronous motor as the actuator to 

achieve energy storage and power generation. The aim of this paper is to investigate the 

design of a mechanical power generation application based on computational fluid 

dynamics. In this paper, a mechanical rectifier wave energy generation device is designed 

and the main work is as follows: the general structure of the device is designed, which 

mainly consists of three parts: the energy take-off mechanism (Power take-off, PTO for 

short), the float and the generator. The design of the structural parameters of the 

magnetically coupled force transfer system is completed according to the magnitude of the 

PTO force applied to the system. Based on the simulation model of the device, the effect of 

damping on the performance of the PTO system is analysed, and the input and output 

powers under different load resistance conditions are obtained to verify the optimal 

damping theory. The effect of wave period on the input-output power is obtained by 

varying the wave conditions.  

1. Introduction 

As numerical flow viscous field calculation methods are better than dynamic flow theory in 

predicting boundary layer separation and transformation, this paper focuses on three-dimensional 

numerical flow viscous field calculation methods to predict the hydrodynamic performance of 
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marine sea current engines under different operating conditions. The prediction of the 

hydrodynamic performance of a marine rotor is more complex than that of a wind turbine due to the 

open flow field without casing, the fineness of the blades and the choice of rotational and cavitation 

coordinate systems. The use of three-dimensional numerical methods to calculate the viscosity field 

of the flow field to predict the hydrodynamic performance of marine runners is a timely and 

challenging problem in this field [1-2]. 

In the study of computational fluid dynamics based design of mechanical power generation 

applications, many scholars have studied it with good results, for example, Reddy A conducted 

numerical simulations and experimental validation using push-pull method with wing elements 

developed for a horizontal axis sea current engine designed for the basic wing of NACA63-8xx 

series. Trends in power and drag coefficients versus terminal speed ratio (TSR) were obtained for 

different angles of attack and flow rates, and the effect of parallel twin rotors was further analysed 

[3].Ghosh S K investigated the performance of a sea current engine with an increased casing, i.e. an 

increase in the inlet velocity of the impeller by adding a reduced pressure and velocity casing, 

although it could be applied in the low speed sea current region. However, the manufacturing cost is 

considerably higher [4]. 

For the mechanically rectified wave energy generation device designed in this paper, the overall 

structure consists of three main parts: the float, the PTO system and the generator. Firstly, the 

overall size of the float and the rated power of the generator are determined according to the power 

generation required by the design. Taking advantage of the ball screw's ability to convert low-speed 

linear motion into high-speed rotary motion, the device uses a ball screw as the energy output 

mechanism. In addition, a magnetically coupled force transfer system is used between the float and 

the PTO system to ensure that the unit is sealed in the marine environment. The energy output 

mechanism is the core part of the whole wave energy generation device, and the dynamics analysis 

of the PTO system is based on the hydrodynamic parameters of the float. In addition, the 

magnetically coupled force transfer system is designed according to the internal structure of the 

device and the design objectives. The magnetic field forces of the magnetically coupled force 

transfer system are calculated using ansoft software for different structural dimensions to determine 

the required magnet size. 

2. Research on the Design of Mechanical Power Generation Applications Based on 

Computational Fluid Dynamics 

2.1. Overview of Wave Energy Conversion Devices  

For a typical wave energy generation device, a three-stage conversion is required, as shown in 

Figure 1. The first stage of conversion is to absorb the energy of the waves in the ocean through the 

floats and convert it into kinetic energy; the second stage of conversion is to further convert the 

kinetic energy of the floats into mechanical, hydraulic or pneumatic energy; and the third stage of 

conversion device is further converted into electrical energy and fed into the grid [5-6]. 
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Figure 1. Triple conversion of wave energy 

2.2. Hydrodynamic Performance Parameters 

Hydrodynamic efficiency is the efficiency exhibited by marine generators when operating in 

seawater. The study of marine sea current generators can be based on the design of wind turbines, 

which, although similar in structure, are unique due to the variations in their working medium. 

Predictive analysis of the hydrodynamic performance of marine power generators under different 

operating conditions allows for optimum adjustment and control of power under different operating 

conditions, so that the operating rules can be understood and reasonable maintenance can be carried 

out in time to achieve longer life and maximum efficiency. The performance of the wing profile is 

critical to the overall performance of the marine corridor, and predicting the hydrodynamic 

performance of the marine corridor wing profile is crucial [7-8]. 

2.3. Numerical Calculation Method for Three-Dimensional Viscous Flow Fields 

A generic form of the computational fluid dynamics control equations is shown in (1) [9-10]: the 
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where  is the generic variable and u, v, w, T, etc. are the solution variables;   is the 

generalised diffusion coefficient and S is the generalised source term1 [11-12]. 
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3. Research and Design Experiments on the Design of Mechanical Power Generation 

Applications Based on Computational Fluid Dynamics 

3.1. Delineation of the Sea Current Machine Grid 

The first pre-processing of CFD calculations is the model building and meshing. The quality of 

the mesh delineation is very important for the calculation of impeller mechanical performance 

prediction, and a good mesh quality can guarantee the reliability of the calculation results. In this 

paper, an unstructured mesh is used, which is more adaptable and can produce a relatively high 

quality mesh for complex geometries [13-14]. 

In this paper, Gambit software is used for the meshing of the sea current machine. As the blade 

of the sea current machine has a large spreading chord ratio and the blade produces a large twist 

from the root to the tip, it is more difficult to generate the mesh directly. Therefore the flow field 

needs to be chunked and locally encrypted, which can effectively control the quantity and quality of 

the mesh [15-16]. The external topology of the impeller blade and the use of the size function to 

encrypt the mesh asymptotically can obtain a relatively high quality mesh on the blade surface. 

3.2. Experimental Design 

This paper analyses the mechanical power generation application constructed in this paper, 

firstly by predicting the results of the hydrodynamic performance of individual rotors under 

different calculation models, and secondly by testing and analysing the forward and reverse power 

of the turbine. 

4. Experimental Analysis of Research on the Design of Mechanical Power Generation 

Applications Based on Computational Fluid Dynamics 

4.1. Hydrodynamic Performance Comparison 

In this paper, the predicted hydrodynamic performance of individual rotors under design 

conditions is compared using different calculation models respectively as shown in Table 1 and 

Figure 2. 

Table 1. Comparison of hydrodynamic performance under single-rotor design conditions 

 SA count SA error LES count LES error experiment 

Cp 0.429 -2.67 0.445 -1.33 0.451 

Ct 0.891 9.67 0.845 2.20 0.814 

 

The results of the LES model are in good agreement with the experimental results, but the 

calculation time is longer; the power prediction of the SA turbulence model is within a reasonable 

error range, as the main concern of the current machine is its power output characteristics, and the 

thrust is balanced by the pile foundation fixed on the seabed. The SA model is also feasible for 

predicting the output power characteristics of the turbulent machine, especially at the design end 

speed ratio TSR=6, which is in good agreement with the experimental results; moreover, its short 

calculation time is often used in the prediction of impeller mechanical performance in practical 

engineering. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of the error in the calculation between the two models 

4.2. Turbine Power 

In this paper, the forward and reverse power of the turbine at different flow rates is analysed, 

mainly for the variation of its forward and reverse output power and the efficiency of the freighter, 

and the experimental data is shown in Figure 3 Fig. 4. 

 

Figure 3. Positive and negative output power of the water turbine 
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Figure 4. Energy acquisition efficiency 

As can be seen from Figure 3, the difference between the output power of the turbine in the 

forward and reverse directions is not significant, which confirms that the impeller of the turbine 

designed in this paper has bi-directional energy gain characteristics. When the flow rate is less than 

2 m/s, the output power in both forward and reverse conditions of the turbine shows an exponential 

increase, and when the flow rate is greater than 2 m/s, the increase in output power slows down, 

indicating that the energy gaining efficiency of the turbine should show a decreasing trend at this 

time. From Figure 6-12, it can be seen that the difference between the output power of the turbine in 

the forward and reverse directions is not large, which proves that the impeller of the turbine 

designed in this paper has bi-directional energy acquisition characteristics. When the flow velocity 

is less than 2 m/s, the output power of the turbine in both forward and reverse conditions shows an 

exponential increase, and when the flow velocity is greater than 2 m/s, the increase in output power 

slows down, which indicates that the energy gain efficiency of the turbine should be reduced at this 

time. Figure 4 shows the graph of the energy gain efficiency of the turbine, which shows that the 

energy gain efficiency of the turbine changes with the change of the flow rate and is not constant. 

When the flow velocity is less than 2m/s, the energy gain efficiency increases linearly with the 

increase of the incoming flow velocity. At a flow velocity of 2m/s, the energy gain efficiency 

reaches a maximum of around 16%. At flow rates greater than 2m/s, the efficiency decreases. When 

the current velocity is maintained at 1.5m/s to 3m/s, the average energy efficiency is maintained at 

over 12%. Compared with the energy gain efficiency of more mature marine energy generation 

devices overseas, the energy gain efficiency of this turbine still needs to be improved [17-18 ]. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper investigates the hydrodynamic performance of a horizontal axis sea current energy 

generation machine for renewable energy development. The geometric model of the current 
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machine used in the calculations is first given and the key control geometry parameters of the 

current machine model are analysed. Although this paper has verified the feasibility of the 

three-dimensional viscous flow field numerical calculation method for predicting sea current 

machines and has predicted some hydrodynamic characteristics of sea current machines, due to the 

limited time, the research on the hydrodynamic performance of sea current machines using this 

method has just started, and the following directions can be studied in depth in the future: (1) to 

study the hydrodynamic performance of sea current machines under different pitch angles and 

different wing profiles of sea current machine blades with different geometric installation angles, 

thicknesses, chord lengths and curvatures. thickness, chord length and curvature, to optimize the 

design of the impeller to ensure that the designed turbine has greater efficiency and stronger 

resistance to cavitation. (2) Study the hydrodynamic characteristics of the turbine under different 

angles of attack of the incoming current, and predict the effect of the change in the direction of the 

current on its performance. (3) In-depth study of the dynamic hydrodynamic characteristics of the 

current machine under different wave periods and wave heights and its ability to resist cavitation, in 

order to protect the safe operation of the current machine in complex environments. (4) To study the 

self-starting performance of sea-runners under different submergence depths and analyse their 

hydrodynamic characteristics during transient start-up, so as to provide support and reference for 

the start-up operation of sea-runners. 
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